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Introduction
Writing the introduction to this book I had two paths I could
take. The first was to wander through the history of the
eastern warrior, wowing the reader with my ability to use
Wikipedia, www.samurai-archives.com and anywhere else
online that made a passing reference to seppuku or hara-kiri to
construct a flowing, yet elegant narrative leading you from
feudal Japan to modern websites.
But that’s trite.
Sure modern companies and CEOs could relate well to
Shogunates and Daimyo; plus contracting or freelance is
much, much more exciting when you’re a Ronin. Let’s face it;
you’ve already done that. If you haven’t, many others have.
Ninja Code Monkeys threaten the Internet with their simian
wiles, and the Web Accessibility Samurai splinter from their
own masters to work on their perfection in anonymity
(perhaps they’ve got their ninja and samurai around the wrong
way?) Aside from assigning evocative names to their groups,
what real connection do they have to these feudal types?
The answer to this is in the ideals these westernised eastern
groups display. The samurai – armed and armoured, cultured,
honoured. The ninja – unseen and unheard, unknown,
unhindered. The samurai ideals were writ in their code of
Bushido; the ninja skills were handed down in Ninjutsu.
Programmers, designers, and developers of the Internet age
have their skills, but do they have a unifying code; a set of
rules and conventions that they live by?
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In a way, we do. In our Model-View-Controller mentalities,
our life cycle models, we have a language and code of our
own. The problem can be that we have too many competing
thought models that can apply to similar situations. At the
same time, we can have too little – sure we’ve got our
programming covered, but what about our life management?
Are we to be jack-of-all-trades or perfectionists? Answers, or
at least ways of looking at the questions, can be learned from
the cultures that came before ours.
This book devotes a chapter each to the cultural cornerstones
of the samurai (the code of Bushido) and the ninja (the scrolls
of Togakure-ryū1 ) – the seven virtues and the eighteen
disciplines respectively. The samurai virtues include excerpts
from the 47 Ronin to set the tone, the ninja disciplines include
some information on the original disciplines.
More than an MVC coding philosophy, more than a Prince2
foundation, codes of bushido cover areas beyond warfare, and
ninjutsu is much more than silently impaling people with
interesting objects. Having a code is having ideals that you
don’t leave on your bedside table along with your access card.
It’s a ‘Way’.
And, to kill a translation, to have a Way is to Do.

1 The Togakure-ryū is one of the styles of ninjutsu philosophy
available, and it fits well with this book. You are encouraged to
research others.
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Seven Virtues
Rectitude
…as he had committed an outrage and attacked another
man within the precincts of the palace, he must perform
hara-kiri,… Such was the law. So Takumi no Kami
performed hara-kiri, his castle of Akô was confiscated, and
his retainers having become Rônins, some of them took
service with other daimios, and others became merchants.
Now amongst these retainers was his principal councillor, a
man called Oishi Kuranosuké, who, with forty-six other
faithful dependants, formed a league to avenge their
master’s death by killing Kôtsuké no Suké.

The enduring image of a samurai doing what they must do, be
it leading a war party or removing their own life for reasons of
honour, is one of their most reflected upon icons. How could
anyone choose that end – kneeling and slicing open their belly
with a specially prepared blade – with such conviction?
Narrowing such motivation down to a single phrase is trite
and strays close to fortune cookie territory, but a major
rationale for their actions was their first bushido virtue:
rectitude. Once a samurai decided that a specific course of
action was right, just, and necessary, they’d act on it. Death
(their own or others’), life, taxes… if it was reflected upon
and found to be the correct course, then what possible reason
could there be to not follow that path?
To quote a bushi2, “Rectitude is the bone that gives firmness
and stature. As without bones the head cannot rest on the top
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of the spine, nor hands move nor feet stand, so without
rectitude neither talent nor learning can make of a human
frame a samurai. With it, the lack of accomplishments is as
nothing.” It was so important that people who adhered to this
trait above all others earned their own epithet: gishi.
Possessing rectitude means bushi will not be swayed to do the
wrong thing because it is the easy or personally beneficial
way. Hypocrisy and sophistry are the wardens of that path,
and they are always welcoming of fallen idealists. Curses!
We’re straying back into fortune cookie territory again.
Nobody said that sticking to the right path was easy. We all
know how hard it can be to keep going when given so many
opportunities to take the heavy weight of responsibility off
our shoulders. Even better when you can place it on shoulders
of people you don’t like.
Not everyone has the guts to keep on keeping on, and others
without a clear view of the path can be easily misled. Crooked
or underhanded people can make the wrong road seem right,
through outright lies or careful omission. How is that dealt
with? In the mind of the bushi, it’s the intent of rectitude
that’s important. If you have chosen the path with complete
confidence, then you don’t have room in your heart to
consider if it’s wrong. Other virtues are the guide at this point.
This means that second-guessing is out. Unfortunately,
admitting fault can also be tricky.
Finally, rectitude is being impartial and equitable in
judgements. As per every mandatory anti-discrimination
session at work, you can’t discriminate against people for
race, colour, gender, age or any aspects that aren’t directly
In this context we mean a follower of Bushido, not a person
that speaks in tongue-clicks.
2
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related to the matter at hand. If you can be swayed by
discrimination, you’re open to underhanded manipulation and,
worse, you cloud your own decisions. A samurai who impairs
themselves can’t expect to get unimpaired information from
others. Coloured information is deceptive information, already
your conviction is on shaky ground.

The Coder’s Rectitude




Know the Right thing – Do the Right Thing, Don’t
Do the Wrong Thing
Be an Example for Others
Be Fair and Impartial in your Decisions

The coding samurai must make decisions daily. Monolith or
micro-services? Heavily object-oriented design; or take a
freeform, extreme programming approach? Diet or damn it?
While these decisions may not be as life-threatening as those
the samurai faced, if they are avoided then their impact will
just grow larger, like dust bunnies slowly combining into an
impenetrable lump clogging the exhaust fan and choking the
CPU. If the little choices aren’t decided with complete
confidence, how can the larger decisions be assured?
As coding samurai, we weigh options, examine evidence and
decide based on what we know and what we have been
presented. Once the decision is made, actions are taken based
on furthering that decision. The coding language, the
operating environment, the features and user interface;
without second-guessing we make our plans and follow them.
If we don’t know enough, we consult with others we respect.
If we keep finding reasons to not proceed have we really
decided?
The coding samurai doesn’t let easy options cloud our
judgement either. Nor do we avoid the unfamiliar options
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when we could choose the familiar but less ‘correct’. We
don’t let ourselves be swayed by marketing hype and the
promises of personal gain. Of course, if there are benefits on
the correct path by merit, we don’t shy away from them
either. We’re samurais, not monks.
The coding samurai knows that we are being observed and
that we serve as an example. Coding samurai are elite, but not
elitist. Not too much anyway. By showing how – and why –
to act with rectitude we teach others how to act in rectitude.
Conversely, acting with dishonesty or inequity teaches coding
neonates what they can get away with, and how to get away
with it.

Activity
What’s something you’ve avoided deciding
on? Why are you avoiding that decision?
Decide!

Code Snippet
if ($right) {
do();
}
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Courage
The spies communicated all this without fail to Kôtsuké no
Suké, and he, when he heard how Kuranosuké, having
turned his wife and children out of doors and bought a
concubine, was grovelling in a life of drunkenness and lust,
began to think that he had no longer anything to fear from
the retainers of Takumi no Kami,

Courage. Fortitude. Valour. The ability to confront danger,
pain, intimidation or raw fear. It’s not the ability to ignore
them, but to take them head on and stare them down with
straight grit. Pain and fear aren’t limited to the physical realm;
social scandal can be just as motivating. How many
implacable foes have been brought down via political or
social machinations through history? Yeah, now you know to
fear that too.
Samurai know there are many, many ways that people can
choose to attack them. Threats are a favoured way of
announcing such a find, either publicly or via secret
communication to the threatened. Naturally, samurai are very
easily swayed by an announced and critical risk to their
wellbeing.
Like hell.
Courage gives the samurai the ability to side with Rectitude
when there are obvious and apparent reasons why they
shouldn’t. They don’t hide from the sources of fear; they
don’t flee from sources of pain. They know their actions can
bring shame – and let’s face it, the result of losing too much
honour to shame is a final one. They stare straight into fear’s
beady, peering, self-loathing little eyes, and they spit. Hard.
One thing that many detractors of courage spout is that it’s
stupid to run headlong into danger without a plan. They’re
right, which is part of what makes courage so important.
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Courage grants the samurai the power to see the fear, examine
the fear and find how to defeat the fear – ignoring it and
hoping it will go away is not the approach the consistently
victorious rely upon. Courage occurs well before the final
confrontation, and well beyond it.
Being without courage saps the ability to deal with its
consequences before they even occur. It clouds the thoughts
with fears, and fears build upon fears to multiply like a
plague. If Rectitude is the skeleton, Courage is the muscle. If
the muscle is diseased, then the skeleton may stand but will
not move, and certainly won’t be effective. A healthy shot of
vitamin Courage vitalises the samurai, or the soldier, or the
peasant. By showing Courage, the samurai shares the courage
amongst all their followers and supporters. On top of that,
they can send a bit of that fear back towards whoever attempts
to stop them.

The Coder’s Courage




Risks are everywhere
Risks do not control the samurai
The samurai confront the risks, they do not avoid
them

The hierarchy of corporations and software houses is ripe with
threats for the coding samurai to face. Downsizing.
Performance reviews. That annoying guy who takes over
conversations you start regarding a new technology, so he can
get his 10,000 words in before yours. The threats on the
coding samurai aren’t limited to personal effect. Your team
could be the target of budget cuts or team restructures. Entire
divisions could be split, shaped and spat out again with
confusing regularity. Even without the corporate structure, the
coding Ronin has competing coders, their own reputation, the
job market, all in all a myriad of threats. Rival companies or
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coding teams working on similar projects to the coding
samurai’s team. The coding samurai have our own name for
fear – risk.
Technology itself has dangers all its own. Version
incompatibilities. Configuration repercussions. New
functionalities. Rival technologies. Obsolescence. Failures of
backward compatibility.
The greatest fear in all of coding-dom crosses the boundaries
of technical and social. For all our efforts, the coding samurai
can fail. Deadlines could rush up faster than they should, the
code we are is writing can become spaghetti (egg noodles?)
and unusable, the technology could just not be right for the
task. Every fear is an actual possibility of dire repercussions.
The coding samurai see these and don’t flinch. We ply our
trade, writing the best applications possible, working inside
the corporate structure or free marketplace as required. The
coding samurai know that there is a chance of failure, that
fears can become realised. We are not going to blind
ourselves to that possibility, just because we don’t like it.
That’s just another fear. When risks are realised (preferably
before), we report them immediately. The fear we feel when
we must front up to our manager/ client/ daimyo can be real.
As a coding samurai, we don’t let any fear hold ourselves
back from working, researching or reporting problems. We
control the fear by knowing fear.
When fears are technical in nature, the coding samurai have
no qualms in developing the skills to combat them. How then,
does the coding samurai combat the fears of the social level,
of hierarchy? Identically. If the coding samurai can affect
change, we do. We may be afraid to step into a new arena, but
we do it because it must be done. If there is the threat of
political repercussions due to a necessary observation or
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comment, we don’t hide it away to say ‘I told you so’ at a
later date. Neither do we yell and scream and cause a useless
ruckus. We tackle it in a technical way: detect the risk,
evaluate the risk, quantify the risk, and reduce the risk.

Activity
You decided something in the previous chapter. Now, act
upon it.

Code Snippet
do {
required();
} while (true);
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Benevolence
Then Oishi Kuranosuké sent a messenger to the
neighbouring houses, bearing the following message:—"
We, the Rônins who were formerly in the service of Asano
Takumi no Kami, are this night about to break into the
palace of Kôtsuké no Suké, to avenge our lord. As we are
neither night robbers nor ruffians, no hurt will be done to
the neighbouring houses. We pray you to set your minds at
rest."

The quality of benevolence characterises the true goodness of
the mind and spirit; the ability to ignore any biases in
considering the welfare of others to do right. Such an attitude
cannot work in a vacuum. As it must include the concept and
consideration of other people, it includes the concepts of
sympathy, compassion, and kindness. So, what is this doing as
a virtue for a group of people who don armour and wield
exceptionally sharp pieces of metal designed to sever
important bits of people from the rest of them?
Samurai weren’t barbarians (that term was served for
invaders); followers of this code were constantly reminded
that their actions had repercussions. Whether you are a
‘ripples in the pond’ girl or a ‘butterfly causing tornadoes’
guy – actions that are taken by one person (when not in
isolation, and no one is an island3) will influence others. True
benevolence isn’t so much ‘treating others so that they will
treat you that way’ or ‘karma’, that implies a niceness barter
system. It’s treating others with kindness and consideration,
because “The world is a better place with benevolence.”

Getting dangerously close to crossing the ‘catch-phrases per
day’ limit…
3
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Importantly, the samurai also knew about balance and giving
too much. To quote Masamuné: “Rectitude carried to excess
hardens into stiffness; Benevolence indulged beyond measure
sinks into weakness.” Giving until it hurts was not the best
cause of action for one whose primary role in life is to hurt
other people. For that matter, giving hurts to people as the
first response is counter to benevolence too – some people can
be taught with kindness rather than being ‘removed’ as a
roadblock.
Mercy falls under benevolence, as does love, and the concept
of the Warrior-Poet was strong in samurai culture. Haiku and
other expressive practices were common practices amongst
many (if not most) of the warrior class. While I don’t expect
all developers to suddenly take up the shamisen4, if this book
results in a proliferation of Haiku-comments in code, then I’ll
be inordinately amused.

The Coder’s Benevolence




Donate to worthy causes; this includes donating time
and skill to FOSS projects as well as worthy charities.
Help the learner coder. Be a mentor as you were once
mentored, or as the mentor you wanted.
Remember that any code you write, others may have
to read

Being benevolent is important, whether we leave our mark in
swathes of dead bodies or swathes of extremely complex and
uncommented code in your wake. The coding samurai may
not be around to feel the final effects of our actions, but
benevolence dictates consideration of others when taking an
Banjo-like lute, often used in Kabuki theatre. I’ve yet to find a
Duelling Banjos ala shamisen video.

4
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action. Google was getting a good focus on
this with “Don’t be Evil5” as their motto; their
ability to uphold this standard is a focus of
frequent online debate.
Donations of money can be made to
many charities and causes; the coding
samurai donate whenever we can afford
to, either during a charity promotion or
by setting up a regular donation to an
established cause. There are many
worthy causes that can use any money
they receive to better the world and
the lives of people in it. It’s up to the
individual to look at what local,
national and international charities
are available. It’s your money,
you decide how you want to
encourage goodness. Money
isn’t the only thing we can
donate. If you’re a coder, you’ve got skills that help others.
Places like SourceForge list many applications that are open
source, free for people and they can benefit from a wide range
of skilled coders. You don’t even have to be a super-genius;
just a fresh set of eyes can find things that are missed.
One important resource that many people forget they can
donate is their knowledge and experience. Having access to a
direct mentor or a go-to person is of immeasurable value to a
person starting off as a coder, or indeed in any industry.
Knowledge transfer isn’t limited to new people either; being
able to impart knowledge when it’s needed, to whom it’s

5

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don%27t_be_evil
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needed, cannot be under-valued. Sharing is caring, and that’s
benevolence in action.
Note that one aspect of benevolence is mercy; we remember
this when servers crash and back-ups fall around us. If you
have strategies to remember this every time, please share them
with the rest of the class.

Activity
Find some areas that you can contribute to in a benevolent
nature (direct donations of time, money, skills or knowledge).
Do it (see courage).

Code Snippet
return [time, money, skill];
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Respect
Thus, in consideration of the high rank of Kôtsuké no Suké,
the Rônins treated him with the greatest courtesy, and
over and over again entreated him to perform hara-kiri. But
he crouched speechless and trembling. At last Kuranosuké,
seeing that it was vain to urge him to die the death of a
nobleman, forced him down, and cut off his head

You’d be hard-pressed to find a single samurai movie or book
that doesn’t pay focus to the ceremonial bowing before a
fight. But why do it? Why bow to someone they’re just about
to do their best to kill? Respect for the other. Respect for the
traditions that have gone on before them. Importantly, respect
for the fact that the person they are facing is a skilled
combatant and may be able to kill them if they’re not careful.
One interesting aspect of ‘respect’ can be seen in the four-tier
feudal structure before the samurai class was disbanded. At
the top was the Daimyos, then came the samurai, then came
the farmers and peasants, then came the merchants. The fact
that farmers and peasants took the third honoured class above
merchants was because they produced the food that everyone
else needed to survive. Respecting what a group’s skills gave
to the whole of Japan rather than weighing them based on
their money or appearance.
A law of feudal Japan meant that any samurai could legally
behead any farmer or servant who refused to bow to them. As
far as extremes go, you really can’t beat it as an example of
respecting themselves. The samurai’s position as just under
the daimyo gathered its own respect, which, along with the
samurai’s knowledge of their own skills and abilities, meant
that a samurai could expect deferential treatment. Note that
the laws say the person must actively refuse to bow, one
would hope that the mutual respect obligations would mean
samurai wouldn’t be sneaking around to behead people who
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didn’t see the samurai there in the first place. That would be
cheating (see Honesty).
Importantly, respect does not necessarily imply deference. It
most certainly contains elements of honouring the esteem due
to a superior because of their experience and knowledge. But
in respecting their skills, the bushi also knows that affected
regard for an elder expressing expertise they don’t possess is
insincere – as well as potentially ruinous.

The Coder’s Respect




Respect yourself and your skills.
Respect others and their skills through
acknowledgement and courtesy.
Respect the problems you are facing.

Respect is a cornerstone of coder community, however much
the prevalence of trolls in forums might make you feel
otherwise. Most online communities have the ability to ‘rate’
posts and/ or posters; the people with more positive votes are
more universally respected. Community building books
recognise this, arguing that evolving communities that stay
alive recognise contributions and value those contributors
publicly. The extends further in science fiction, Corey
Doctorow’s book “Down and Out in the Magic Kingdom”6
proposes a world where respect has evolved into the only
recognised currency (called ‘Whuffies’).
The code samurai’s first task on this path is self-respect, and
ensuring that knowing all you know doesn’t devolve into
enough pride to form a self-importance singularity. The
careful balance between knowing your knowledge and touting
your toolset is one that frequently falls one side or the other of
6

http://craphound.com/down/download.php
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even. Importantly, this goes both ways, the coding samurai
also learns to respect the boundaries of their knowledge;
asking for assistance is not a sign of weakness (see
Benevolence).
Once the code samurai has learned from within, they focus
without. Unless you’re a combination of solo coder/ UI guru/
marketing genius/ financial whizz and minor deity, you’re
going to be working with other people. If you’re going to be
working with other people, you will need to trust them to do
what’s required. The only way of knowing if that will work is
by recognising and acknowledging their skills. This can be in
a solo situation with outsourced help (think financial advisor),
a team situation where members work together, or all the way
up to running a massive business (where you’ve become more
of an enterprise daimyo at that point). Especially important is
respecting the boundaries of their skill-sets, not assuming
more knowledge than they may have, and working with them
by acknowledging the best work practices. An example is a
team leader – some members may work better with
supervision and others can be let loose for months on end with
light reporting on progress.

Activity
Do a self-skills audit (this is a good time to evaluate where
you’d like your skills to be going and plan to make that
happen). Figure out what skills those around you have, don’t
limit yourself to look only at their obvious skills.

Code Snippet
class Respect {
public self_;
public others_;
}
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Honesty
…having identified the head, carry it off to the temple
called Sengakuji, and lay it as an offering before the tomb
of their dead lord. Then they must report their deed to the
Government, and await the sentence of death which would
surely be passed upon them. To this the Rônins one and all
pledged themselves.

Pointing out the obvious loophole, during fighting the samurai
isn’t mandated to announce every move to their enemy.
Foolishness doesn’t appear on the list of virtues.
Telling the truth all the time is not a simple task. White lies to
protect feelings can become easy when you see the ‘benefit’
of protecting others. It’s just a little omission, a fact I could’ve
easily forgotten or gotten wrong. What’s the harm? Well,
we’ve all seen this TV special. White lies aren’t the band aid
that lets a wound heal, it’s the “doesn’t look bad” masking of
a problem that makes it worse when looked at later.
Again, this is not directed solely outwards. Honesty to
yourself is key here, honest assessment of skills, ability,
character, judgement; the samurai must know themselves well
enough to be their own impartial judge, and in some instances,
their own impartial jury and executioner (see rectitude if you
don’t believe it). On the slightly brighter side of the coin, it
also means not dismissing your own abilities, desires or
needs. Honesty isn’t just a polite way of slapping people
down. At least it shouldn’t be only for that.
To add a third wrinkle, honesty is not just about how you talk
or evaluate yourselves and others. Honesty in action also
covers listening honestly (without bias or just waiting-to-talk/
argue), and reacting honestly; the value is a whole person
commitment. Being honest in mind but not in body or soul is
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only a third of the effort required here, sincerity doesn’t do
things by parts.
Fourthly, honesty happens in other people too. Or it should,
according to this quality, so the act of unearthing falsehoods is
right up honesty’s alley. It is also more action/ adventure
oriented than the above, so is easier to portray in movies and
pulp novels. Samurai could be relied upon as judges, not
because of mystical lie-detection training, but because of their
reputation for honesty and honest listening. Reputation?
That’s honour and glory (below), and sincerity factors into
glorious deeds a lot.

The Coder’s Honesty




Tell the truth, expose the lie
Be honest in action and approach, not just in what you
say
Be true to what you do and say

If you don’t think that coding is a matter of trust, then you
might want to rethink your industry. In peer programming,
trust is paired. In team programming, the links of trust grow
exponentially. And that’s ignoring the trust in the testing
team, the operations team, the security team, your managers
and BAs and, extremely importantly, the trust between you
and the client. Even if you’re a ronin, then most of that trust is
between you and yourself. Remembering that trust, as a
virtue, is everywhere. Not only do you have to be trustworthy,
so does the client and everyone else involved.
Being trustworthy isn’t a badge saying, “Trust me, I know
Regular Expressions”. Trust requires evidence. Trust proves
itself time and time again. In the software development world,
there are lots of ways to create and lose trust – test successes
or failures, hitting or missing deadlines, providing good or
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bad advice, asking for help when needed rather than waiting.
Following process is another form of mutual trust; trusting the
process was built with the best outcome in mind and trust in
the people they’ll follow the process. ITIL, Agile, Lean,
Waterfall, Kanban. If you can’t trust the people creating the
process were doing it to make lives better, rather than for the
sake of having a process, then… you’re in trouble.
The flip side of telling the truth, exposing the lie, isn’t about
tattling on people that don’t follow the process
(…specifically…). The samurai who seeks to expose the lie
can be the best ally of security, process improvement and the
business by discovering technical debt. “I’ll just do this
quickly and fix it later” is one of the biggest lies in coding.
We know this. But the urge is still there, fix now and “gild”
later – stopping it before it happens is the golden idol of
samurai actions, but a close second is removing the lying code
when it’s found.
Being honest in what you do is partly covered by the above,
but goes beyond your own code. When evaluating others code
be respectful (remember that one), but also be honest. There’s
no point telling a junior code “that’s great” to code you know
you’re going to be retrofitting all day tomorrow. Respect their
urge to learn, respect their pride and feelings; but be honest.
Just incorporate two-way trust and allow them to trust you
back. Prod them to trust you back with honesty if you must.
“That’s great” all the time does a code samurai no favours
either.

Activity
Check yourself for little white lies you put into code, or into
following processes, or your interactions with others. Do a
technical debt review. Heck, do a review of your estimating
skills to see if you’re not being honest without knowing it.
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Code Snippet
if (!$this.right) {
$this.delete();
}
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Honour/ Glory
“The retainers of Takumi no Kami have slain their lord’s
enemy, and are passing this way; I cannot sufficiently
admire their devotion, so, as they must be tired and hungry
after their night’s work, do you go and invite them to come
in here, and set some gruel and a cup of wine before
them.”

Honour and glory have ties into the previous virtues of
benevolence, honesty, and rectitude. More than the others,
however, honour deals with the duties beyond sticking swords
into the unwilling. To be a samurai is a privilege: they have
their needs paid for by the Daimyo and they can kill those
beneath them without facing the law. This virtue stops them
from turning into Judge Dredd, the wandering hanging judge,
the shadow feared. At least it does when the samurai follows
the virtue.
The honourable samurai knows their actions affect more than
just themselves, the fact they represent their Daimyo and
samurai mean it’s not just their intestines on the line. One
samurai embodies all samurai, one code guides them all. On
balance, it’s much better to bring shared glory than shared
shame. If only because other samurai have a pretty final way
of dealing with one that drags the order down.
Reputation is part of this virtue, and reputation only happens
when more people hear about what has been achieved. That’s
where glory comes into this. The greatness of the samurai that
embrace and embody these virtues can’t help but be talked
about. Written about. Tales shared over fires or bedtime or in
taverns. The splendour of people who care and strive to
become better, always better. I don’t know if you’ve tried, but
it’s difficult following these virtues. Seeing people who live
this code/ act this code, you can’t help but talk about it.
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More than just the virtue, more than the samurai themselves,
glory and honour are what happens after the samurai’s
actions. Their power isn’t just in their sword and fancy
helmet. It’s what’s left in their wake and what gets carried
before them by the voices/ stories of others. Samurai make
their own mark, but the ripples of those actions are carried by
the people they affect.

The Coder’s Honour and Glory




You have power, as a coder. Do not abuse it
You have responsibility, be a smarter Spiderman
Beware of pride… but share your genius with others

Like samurai, coders have obvious aspects of their skills: the
applications that people use. Applications are only part of the
story. Applications support activities/ process. They hold
information and are trusted to treat it with the respect,
security, and privacy it deserves. It, ideally, makes tasks
easier. This raises the question, what tasks are being made
easier? What data is being collected?
Is it a ‘good’ thing?
Coders have our white hats and black hats, and possibly other
colours as well. Even if you don’t subscribe to
monochromatic headwear as a judge of character, as coders
we can help all manner of people. Is the impact going to bring
coding into disrespect? Are the impacts fully considered?
Have you considered everything that could be done with this
application?
An example consideration is user accounts. They typically
have a name and email address, two forms of identification
that, if not protected, can lead to identity theft. If you want to
know age and you take a full date of birth, that simple
addition makes your database a prime target for information
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heist. Anyone who’s signed up to haveibeenpwned.com
knows how frequently high-visibility places are hacked. You
don’t want to provide another vector for bringing the
profession into disrepute.
There’s a much happier flip side to this – when the coder does
something special they should tell people about it. Show
people. Shout about it. One thing I’ve found with coders I’ve
worked with is they’re shy about their wins. We shouldn’t be.
Coding is tricky, fiddly and prone to be back-office. Great
things are made with 1s and 0s. Brilliant algorithms, clever
coding tricks, amazing implementations. Sharing code means
we all grow from it. And unlike the Catholic seven deadly
sins, we know that pride is something worth having. In
moderation, sure, but unless we share our victories we don’t
evolve and grow. Together.

Activity
Look through the code you’ve done. Maybe refine it,
document it, but find clever things and share them with your
friend coders. Pop stuff up on GitHub or BitBucket for other
to find. Tell others when they’ve done cool things, or if your
friends feel uncomfortable spruiking themselves, do the spruik
for them.

Code snippet
git push library-code
git praise
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Loyalty
“What! Did not every man of you swear to lay down his life
in avenging his lord, and now are you driven back by three
men? Cowards, not fit to be spoken to! To die fighting in a
master’s cause should be the noblest ambition of a
retainer!”

Loyalty isn’t bought, it’s earned, the saying goes. True
samurai loyalty is trust and a firmness of allegiance.
Understanding is required for the allegiance of this stature; a
samurai can’t profess loyalty to something not fully believed
in. Their Daimyo has a divine right, but a divine
responsibility. Remember the tiers of Daimyo/ Samurai/
Farmer/ Banker before. Respect flows up, but loyalty too, and
that involves trust.
Loyalty is not just to people. Dedication to causes was also
popular – justice, freedom, revenge. Loyalty doesn’t always
imply a value judgement, just a willingness to dedicate
yourself. This is where things can become difficult; loyalty
isn’t a singular devotion. Where conflicting loyalties come
into play, then drama writers perk up and put pen to paper.
How are conflicting loyalties solved? If you like drama, then
through lots of angst and violence. There are better ways that
don’t reduce it to a coin flip.
Loyalty and dedication also mean more than lip service. As a
samurai, you are loyal to your Daimyo. Your Daimyo requires
warriors, which means you must fight. If you must fight, you
owe it to your loyalty to be the best at fighting that you can
be. Practicing dedication helps with other areas - with the
samurai dedicated to growing the perfect bonsai or 1000
origami cranes - the act of continual practice, dedication, and
improvement in one area improves all areas.
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The Coder’s Loyalty




When you give allegiance, be true to it
When you follow a cause, be faithful to it
Loyalty is more than to people, institutions or ideals.
Be true to what is important

This can be a tricky one to juggle, especially in the modern
gig-economy style of the job. Who can you be loyal to?
Maybe it’s better to ask who can you be loyal to and keep
your sanity? The Daimyo didn’t outsource their samurai and
didn’t shop around for the lowest bidder (well, not for
samurai). Aside from death and dismemberment, samurai’s
job security was comparatively high. So where do we express
our loyalty?
Loyalty to the task is one. Whether hired as a permanent or
contracted to a task, the coder has jobs to perform. This isn’t
just dedication to getting the job done. This is knowing what
in good faith is being required and not shirking it or
abandoning it when it’s easier to run. However being loyal to
the task of problem solving does not force loyalty to the
manager, team or contracting party. Loyalty isn’t a rack to be
strapped to when you are courageously pointing out problems
or see major issues – doing that is loyal to the cause of solving
the problem, which is what coders do.
Loyalty to the discipline of coding is something a Code of the
Coder follower should consider frequently. Just like samurai
are samurai together, coders tend to be viewed collectively.
Being dedicated to this field requires more than constant
practice and improvement. New coders come up that can
benefit from experienced coders. New algorithms need to be
shared, bringing honour and glory to the profession (and
improving life for all of us). We all need to be supported and
respected, not gate-keepered and insulted. Keep in mind how
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your work reflects All coders, and your loyalty to your
compatriots.
What is important? Lots of different things to lots of different
people. Loyalty requires consideration before being blindly
given, and loyalties can change if the circumstances change.
Even if loyalty can’t be bought, loyalty has value – loyalty
that changes too frequently won’t float on the stock exchange.

Activity
Consider what you are loyal to. Consider what you dedicate
your time to. Is it healthy for you? Is it good for the discipline
of coding? Don’t do this once off either; the landscape is
always changing. Being loyal to an unworthy master does
loyalty itself a disservice.

Code snippet
foreach ($loyalties as $loyalty) {
$self.improve();
}
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The Eighteen
Disciplines
Spiritual refinement
The Togakure ninja worked at developing a deep and
accurate knowledge of himself, his personal power, his
strengths and weaknesses, and his influence on the playing
out of life… His engagements in combat were then
motivated by love or reverence, and not by the mere thrill
of violent danger or need of money.

I’m not qualified to talk about inner force, Ki, magic, whathave-you regarding spirituality. If you have a mystical
concept, more power to you. This discipline for the coder is
about knowing yourself and knowing what, as a coder, we do.
We solve problems.
Sometimes we find other problems while we’re solving
problems and thus must solve them too, and that’s OK. As a
community, as practitioners of this art, we work together to
solve them. What you bring to the table as a solver of
problems, this is a vast field. Intellect. Wits. Dedication.
Lateral thinking. The options here would fill up my word
count but would get boring. Suffice to say, value your
companions in code, as we’ve each got a different mix of
inner force.
Let’s consider the simple Ki punch, or hadouken if you prefer.
It doesn’t happen by magic (hah). It happens with a
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combination of repeated practice, discipline and thought.
Throwing your fists out yelling “Ha” for months doesn’t do it.
Neither does it happen by thinking about it really hard.
Looking at a master perform a one-inch-punch is the result of
a combination of factors, which boils down to knowing
yourself and training yourself7.
That is a good foundation discipline for coding.
The fundamentals of coding are the first chapters of most
coding books. Variables, where we store things, loops for
iteration. Functions for common execution groups. Objects for
self-contained things. Comments for sharing with other
coders, along with future-you, what you were doing here and
any specifically interesting things worth calling out to make
future use of the code easier. The phrase “It was hard to write
it, so it should be hard to read” should be removed from your
idiom list.
Along with knowing how to code, spiritual refinement also
covers knowing when to code. When examining the problem
being solved, there could be simpler and more logical
solutions elsewhere. How about the whole business process
around the code? If that could be simplified then shouldn’t
that be the solution rather than adjusting or building
application logic? Surprise yourself with solutions outside the
beige box.

Kata


Practice the basics: variables, functions, objects,
loops, comments

7 “I fear not the man who has practiced 10,000 kicks once, but I
fear the man who has practiced one kick 10,000 times.” – Bruce
Lee
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Revisit old solutions and reconsider them with new
knowledge.
You’re always getting new knowledge.
Read others’ code/ blogs/ books.
Write code. For fun, to solve an itch, to contribute to a
bigger library. Write. Code.
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Unarmed combat
Skills of striking, kicking, and blocking; grappling, choking
and escaping the holds of others, and silent movement,
rolling, leaping, and tumbling

Don’t bring a knife to a gunfight. Thing is, you’re always
bringing your feet/ fists/ body no matter the arena, and a gun
can run out of bullets and a knife can be taken from you. A
good combatant can bring fists to a gunfight and win if you
bring your brains no matter what the situation. Unarmed
combat involves strong situational awareness and preparation.
The first steps in most arts do not involve weapons. They
involve katas about moving the body. There’s no point in
having a weapon that is an extension of the body if you can’t
control your body well enough to make a difference.
Here we’re going to code without our ‘weapons’. No
Integrated Development Environments, libraries or even
programming languages. The unarmed combat looks at the
problem to be solved and does not have predefined tools on
how to solve it. Breaking it down, coding is telling a computer
how to complete an algorithm or a flow. We can model the
flow with a chart, with UML, and with pseudo-code. We can
quickly iterate through UI options with paper mock-ups (nice
call-back to origami here) and white-board sketches.
Behaviour/ Test Driven Design is perfect here. Languages like
Gherkin are readable by non-coders and are fantastic for
bridging the gap between Design and Development. Resist the
urge to download software to do this for you as part of this
stage; the focus is on the “What” not the “How” here, and we
want to keep it off computers at this stage.
Remember that unless you’re coding libraries that other
people won’t use end-points for, then most of the beauty of
your code is in the interface (screen, API, what-have-you).
People don’t see the beauty and art in your code, they see the
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beauty and art in how their problems are solved. They don’t
see the code, they see the result.
Code? Where we’re going we don’t need code.

Kata




Have a collection of paper screen/ device templates.
Re-write your favourite apps
Learn UML/ flowcharts off a computer. Whiteboard
or big paper some new or old flows. Practice the
shapes for Decision, Activity, etc.
Work on training courses for pseudo code, process
analysis or TDD. Spec some processes up with
Gherkin before you write code to see if these shake
problems loose before they’re developed.
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Sword fighting
The ninja’s sword had a short straight single-edged
blade…The historical ninja did in fact regard his short sword
as more of a tool than an exclusive-use killing weapon. The
blade was often used as a means of cutting through or
prying open doors, hatches, or window-frames.

First, forget your katana. Katana were magnificent swords
created by masters, which priced them well out of your
average ninja’s purse. Well, not if they stole it. Katanas were
also big and flashy, more things that the ninja weren’t. They
had smaller blades called Ninjato. The smaller blades were
easier to hide, easy to sneak around with and less likely to
clang into things in the middle of the night. They were
typically straight rather than curved.
Here’s where you hone your craft of cutting code – your
integrated development environment, or IDE. You should be
comfortable with drawing this tool effortlessly, wielding it by
understanding its enhancements and drawbacks and sheathing
it when done. Having it pinned or on the desktop for a fast
draw is always an option. Carrying the smaller version around
on a phone or tablet sized device could suit you, or you could
depend on the large-scale version. Practicing regularly can
show new techniques/ libraries/ hot-keys and the like. Even as
an old friend there’s the possibility of new tricks. That’s
where maintaining your blade comes in.
Even Emacs and VIM have the capability to run extensions.
Extensions/ plugins should be cleaned regularly – removing
the unused, checking the change log for the updated, and
adding the new. The IDE itself also should be checked for
issues/ enhancements – working online means applying
patches when appropriate and after again examining those
change logs.
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There’s nothing stopping you from having multiple IDEs
either. Having specific IDEs that handle specific tasks well is
a fact of code (a Tanto for your Ninjato if you prefer). If you
remember that each IDE will require maintenance and
practice, you’ve got more tools in your belt.

Kata





Upgrade your IDE and plugins regularly.
Check for new plugins that supersede your current,
and for plugins that are deprecated, or you just don’t
use anymore.
Look at new IDEs as they surface, but be considered
in your approach to picking up new ones. That said, it
is fun.
If you’ve found a great combination of IDEs/ plugins,
have you thought of sharing that with your siblingsin-bytes? This works both ways.
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Stick and staff fighting
Togakure ninja were taught to use the bo long staff (six
feet) and hanbo “half-staff” cane (three feet), as well as
sticks and clubs of varying lengths. Specially constructed
shinobi-zue or ninja canes were designed to look like the
normal walking sticks, but concealed blades, chains, or
darts that could be used against an enemy.

One of the advantages of the stick/ staff is its range.
Obviously it’s longer than most swords, but the trick is it also
has surprise range. Spinning it around by the middle’s pretty,
when people observe it just out of striking range – but grab it
by the end and speed it around and “out of range” is a matter
of debate. As an aside, this is the reason why I really dislike
the dual-ended light-sabre.
Coding at range, with reach? That’s obviously a great analogy
for libraries – both the production and consumption of. With
the fall-back of staff being the people who write on libraries
that aren’t you. Fall-back puns are the best puns.
These techniques are called disciplines for a reason. Libraries
aren’t an abdication of responsibilities. You have a
responsibility to the library creators/ curators, the application
itself, the client, and your fellow coders to keep the discipline
of using libraries. When you find bugs or have issues, do
some preliminary triage and check the forums or issues
published to see if it’s already addressed before raising a new
issue. Don’t let your library get too out of date as you’ll miss
bug/ exploit patches and library improvements. Similarly,
read the release notes to be forewarned of any compatibility
issues. Respect deprecation dates.
Especially, be wary of the libraries you use. There are many
places to find shareable code nowadays. And many ways to
get code embedded in your application that may be less than
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kosher. Use respected libraries whenever you can. A PHP
example includes the League of Extraordinary Packages, you
will find equivalents for other languages.
If you’re a library maintainer, the flip side is on you too. Have
a forum/ issue log for people to raise issues and don’t let it lay
unloved. A library is for (code)-life, not just for the holidays.
Ensure that your library is kept up to date with modern
practices and exploit discoveries. Engage with your
community and share the maintenance load. Be careful with
backward compatibility breaks and deprecation of your library
or parts of its functionality.

Kata





Read release notes on libraries, and ensure you’re
using the appropriate license.
Check libraries regularly. This can be helped with a
library wrangler like npm or composer.
Engage with the library communities.
Share great libraries with your compatriots.
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Throwing blades
The Togakure ryu used a special four-pointed throwing star
called a senban shuriken, which was constructed from a
thin steel plate. The blade was thrown with a flat spinning
motion and hit its target with a sawing effect.

Shuriken and kunai, some of my favourite words to show I
can watch ninja shows too. Weapons that appear in the vital
fleshy bits of people from out of nowhere are a staple of
assassin fiction. To bring a bit of mathematics into it, thrown
weapons thrive on precision and accuracy – accuracy being
how close you are to the target and precision being how close
each throw against a target is to the other throws. Of course,
force and the amount of venom on the blade also rank highly
in the getting-rid-of-someone stakes, but neither of these
matter if you can’t hit what you’re aiming at.
That’s where the analogy for this discipline comes in. When
programming, you have a target. The goal state for the
application, the client having an income platform, the end
results differ but having at least one target state remains. If
you’re not hitting your target, but your throw is a perfect arc
bouncing off a bond well… points for style, maybe. You
could write the perfect O(1) algorithm for password dehashing in existence, but if you were being paid to write a
library for a shopping cart it’s hard to justify getting paid.
Even if you’ve built the perfect credit card fraud detector, if
you use your entire budget there and the Shopping Cart
implementation is still in the Kanban backlog column, your
client has a reason to be upset.
Coding can be great fun. It can also be a rabbit hole of
frustration, glimpses of wonder, and an incredible time sink.
Therefore having a kata of aligning your work to a target is a
key programmer technique. You can have targets that lead to
other targets; trying to write an entire shopping cart system
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from scratch in one go is… ambitious, perhaps. Logically
breaking that into intermediate targets/ sprints/ goals is the
recognised answer to the Big Task syndrome. Be sure to
continually check the alignment to goal to ensure there’s no
target drift.
Also, like the thrown weapon, targets move. The concept of
leading the target so that you hit where the target will be is
one worth exploring. If a project is going to take 12 months to
complete, how do you ensure when you arrive at the target
that the target’s still worthwhile? Ensure you’re taking the
time to lead the business target too, using your intermediary
targets for course correction.

Kata





Ensure your project has a measurable target
Re-evaluate targets and any intermediary targets to
ensure they’re still worthwhile.
Ensure your target matches your co-workers/ client’s
vision of the target.
Check your current workspace. Is what you’re doing
more than heading towards the target? Is that OK?
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Spear fighting
Spears and lances were used for stabbing and piercing
attacks, and rarely ever thrown in normal combat. The
togakure ryu also used a unique spear weapon called a
kami-yari, or “sickle lance”, which consisted of a spear
blade with a hook at the base. The total length of the
weapon was over nine feet.

The complex contraption comprised of a long stick with a
point at the end. Combining the reach of the bo staff with the
unfriendliness of a sharp tip, spears can be set firmly to guard
against an oncoming cavalry charge and are damn handy in a
ruckus by keeping the unfriendly at more-than-arms-length.
The ‘pierce-de-resistance’ of a spear is the sharp tip, for
getting the point across.
Cue discipline regarding communication. Because strangely
enough, some people think that by choosing to code as a
career they won’t have to talk to anyone.
If you plan on working for someone, you’re going to need to
communicate. If you plan on working with others, you’re
going to need to communicate. If you plan on working in
isolation by yourself, sorry, but you’re going to need to
communicate. To your future self if no one else.
Getting your point across is more than saying what you want
to say, only louder and slower when the first attempt fails.
You need to understand who you’re talking with and the
framework they are dealing with. Common words can have
specific meaning to specific disciplines, meaning if you just
talk about credit with your friends but have a business
relationship making software for a bank, you want to ensure
you’re using “credit” the right way.
You also need to make sure the vehicle of the communication
is appropriate. Verbal agreements can be trumped by emails
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and those, in turn, can be trumped by signed, sealed and
witnessed documentation. Some people respond better to
emails than phone calls, and sometimes the Coffee/ Corridor
meeting is where all big decisions are made. If you want to
make sure that your message is received correctly, and of
course you do, you need to consider the contents of your
message, how it’s transmitted and received, and how the
person receiving the communication will interpret/ understand
it. Communication is a vehicle that needs a garage – it needs
to be stored somewhere that the right people can access it.
Slack is good in that it provides a chat with a history that
everyone can peruse. Email, not so much.
Comments are also communication, and they are just as
important to future you as they are to other developers right
now. For example, the ‘you’ that wrote the initial code isn’t
still eyes-deep in the thick of the logic, so you may find what
is obvious to you then is less so now. Comment responsibly.

Kata





Practice business emails. Get/ make a template,
review it regularly.
Present at conferences. It’s scary, but remember
you’re among your people. Unless you’re conference
crashing – in which case you’re already confident
enough.
Review recent comments you wrote to make sure they
capture what they need to. This includes deleting heat
of the moment comments like $i++; // Increase $i
by one.
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Naginata fighting
A short blade mounted on a long handle, the Japanese
halberd was used for cutting and slashing attacks against
adversaries at medium range. Togakure ryu ninja warriors
were also proficient with the bisen-to, a huge heavy-bladed
version of the naginata halberd.

A naginata is more than a sword, more than a staff, marginally
different to a spear. It’s the medieval version of the chainsawonna-stick, combining the reach of the staff with the sliceyness of sharpened, bladed metal. With sword being your tools
and staff being a distance, this is naturally the *-as-a-service
that supports you in your coding efforts.
Some of these tools are stored remotely but run locally, such
as Docker and other containers that run on your machine, but
are downloaded from remote services. You configure them
specifically yourself, but you then hopefully put them live on
a remote service for others to benefit from your hard work.
Share and share alike. But having a self-contained and shared
development configuration makes managing updates easier, as
well as having configuration for the coding/ deployment kept
separate from your local machine. This removes unexpected
consequences of configuration slipping between the
environments.
Working locally means that a decent lighting strike can take
out your machine, your backup, your code repository, the
whole 9 yards. With a remote version control system, you’ve
got one less single-point-of-explosion. Github is a favourite,
but there are others out there if you have more precise needs
than the generic workhorse. The upshot is that your code will
need to be safely de-identified and password free before you
can safely commit it live; another reason for keeping src and
deploy directories – src for work that’s sharable with generic
config files and deploy for where you keep your production-
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optimised work and don’t commit any files. And nowhere in
the repository do passwords, keys, certificates or anything else
sensitive make an appearance.
For deployment, you can contact a hosting provider that will
provide you iron and run your entire stack on (IaaS), a
platform for your application to run on (PaaS) or a framework
your code sits on top of (SaaS). You can also look at pure
serverless architecture – where you don’t care what the nuts
and bolts are underpinning things and you write individual
functional components rather than a huge, server-spanning
application.
Given the ever-increasing speed of the internet (except at my
house, thank you children), the globalisation of access, and
the power of Amazon, Google, and Microsoft; serverless is
likely just the next stepping zone. Watch this cyberspace.

Kata
 Check the news for what’s
changing in the online serverscape.
Read a blog or two.
 What online tools can you
use to replace/ enhance local tools?
 Look for updates to the
tools you use that rely on external
hosts (local git, docker, etc.)
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Chain and sickle weapon
The kyoketsu-shoge, a weapon similar to the chain and
sickle, was favoured by the togakure ryu. The weapon
consisted of a straight hand-held dagger blade with a
secondary blade hooking out from the hilt, attached to a
fifteen foot resilient cord usually made from women’s or
horse’s hair. A large steel ring was attached to the free end
of the cord.

The kusarigama comprises of a heavy weight and a sharp
sickle, linked together by a metal chain. While great for
spinning around and looking dexterous, the chain is more
useful for wrapping around enemies and their weapons,
disarming or disabling them, before leaping in with the sickle.
All the components connect and aid each other in the final
goal of perforation of your target. Developers have chains of
their own, wrapped in the term Continuous Integration.
While some people define Continuous Integration as a build
engine (deploying code to the delivery server), holistically CI
can be viewed as many links in a chain from your written
code through to the deployed application. When a file is
saved, watchers like Grunt notice the file and its type and can
run a series of commands – linters, best practice checkers,
dependencies, BDD test files etc. Each of these can act as
gates or branches to other activities – BDD tests marked as
‘work in progress’ can fail “successfully” if the target is the
test environment, but be halted immediately before impacting
a production environment.
It’s not just the raw code that can be processed by CI either.
All your SASS files can naturally be pre-processed, minified
and included in the deployment. Images can be pre-processed
into fixed sizes and qualities for smart stylesheets to load for
specific windows dimensions. Video files can have
thumbnails generated as well as size/ quality based pre-
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processing. When you’re really getting excited by it, anything
close-to-static in the database can be monitored and processed
into static HTML files to limit load-time database accesses
and greatly increase application speed. Theme folders can be
pre-processed into full page templates from segments,
reducing multiple requests.
You might think I’m excited by this, but in truth, I’m really,
really, excited by it. Sensible things that can be done on our
side to make the user’s life better (faster, more responsive,
more predictable) is a win.

Kata




Review your CI chains for optimization/ upgrades/
changes
Try different CI configurations/ build tools
Look at other chaining/ trigger options like IFTTT or
Microsoft Flow to see what else can benefit from
chaining.
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Fire and explosives
Ninja were experts in the effective placement, timing, and
rigging of explosive devices for demolition and distraction.

Unexpected delights are a great thing to aim for in an
application. They’re the things that people talk about with a
chuckle and can encourage other people to try it out. For
example, the Tab-B secret in Asana8. What isn’t delightful is
when you are half-way through filling out a seven-page form
and it crashes. That’s the bad unexpected. Process interruptus
is the sort of user-feedback that drives people away; you want
to find all those moments before your users do. Which is why,
I’m sure, we all have a strong love and devotion to the
discipline of testing.
Front-ending your testing is a great way to start, using
Behaviour/ Testing Driven design. You build your test cases
first, then write code until all the test cases pass. Done! This
has the added advantage of the communication discipline.
Building test cases that your code can be evaluated against in
the initial stages also forms an agreement between you and
your clients. The clients can sign off on the test cases rather
than just the requirements, giving a much more concrete
success/ fail state.
Unit testing is similarly important, from the individual
component factor and ensuring the logic is sound. Taking the
explosion side of this discipline, you also want to try to break
your logical units. Send your fee calculator “seven times nine”
and see what it responds with. Try different character sets, try
illogical things, make sure you have exceptions that cater for
receiving nonsense as well as testing reasonable boundaries.
https://asana.org, under profile settings check “Tab-B” in the
Hacks tab and enjoy.
8
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If your architecture provider is amenable to it, why not extend
all of this with a Chaos Monkey or indeed the whole Simian
Army9? These tools simulate architectural/ network failures
during pre-configured times (so that you’re there to fix them),
rather than waiting for an actual disaster to hit (typically when
you’re on vacation). A common quote is “Disaster Recovery
testing lacks the ‘disaster’ part.” Chaos Monkey helps
simulate that too.
Be sure and include load testing if more than you are using the
system. Systems can start behaving erratically when
undetected race conditions/ service bottlenecks give
applications the speed wobbles.
Friendlier (hopefully) than Chaos Monkey, user testing is vital
to ensure that what you and your client envisioned suits the
end users. They are the ones that ultimately decide if your
software is good for them. Test early with mock-ups and
simulations, but be wary: if a system looks pretty enough to
be complete, people will think it is complete. Expectation
management is crucial here, as an 80% usable product will be
assumed done in a matter of weeks, even if everything behind
the screens is smoke and mirrors.

Kata
•
•
•

9

Review test coverage, plans and testing frameworks
Look at monitoring tools that can run behaviour/ user
testing automatically regularly.
Compile reports quarterly to detect trends in untested
code, increases in failure/ decreases in response time;

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chaos_Monkey
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–

Conversely, use reports showing good trends to
show your/ the tests value to management and
the users.
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Disguise and impersonation
More than merely just putting on a costume, ninjutsu’s
disguise system involved thoroughly impersonating the
character adopted. Personality traits, areas of knowledge,
and body dynamics of the identity assumed were ingrained
into the ninja’s way of thinking and reacting.

It’s time to admit it, prettier websites are seen as more
trustworthy. The University of Melbourne did a study on it10.
The easier a site is to use, the more likely people are to come
back to it. So, while looks aren’t everything, they’re not
nothing. Why put a Rolls Royce engine inside an AMC
Gremlin chassis? This breaks down into user interface design
and interface architecture.
The user interface can show how professional your
application is, how fun and quirky it is, all the aspects of
personality. So, the interface should relate to what the
application is trying to achieve. I haven’t seen any attempts to
playfully engage in a game-ified tax form, but maybe that’s a
market worth tapping. Look at what sites with similar goals
do, to see if there’s a commonality that’s you can take
advantage of – if they’ve done the investigation it would be a
shame not to build from it.
Operating systems and browsers all have inbuilt objects for
buttons, text, inputs, menus etc. that are the result of a lot of
user interface design already. Be wary about changing the
user interface of a system to the point it becomes unfamiliar.
If you’re changing the interface, then the benefit must
outweigh the cognitive effort to the users figuring out what’s
so special.
http://newsroom.melbourne.edu/news/prettier-websitesmake-more-trusting-web-surfers-study-finds
10
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The way the user interacts with your application is beyond
how it looks. The flow of information and interaction must be
logical, not necessarily logical to the computer, it must make
sense to the user. The user, after all, can walk away - the
computer is stuck doing whatever you tell it to.
You don’t have to just look at competitors for solutions to
this, as there are a raft of design pattern/ user interface design
books and courses out there. Kata reinforce known techniques
but also point out gaps where you can improve. Work that
training budget. If there isn’t one, these are darn good reasons
to get one.
When designing for people, be sure to remember not everyone
has the same capabilities – physically, mentally and
technically. As quick examples: eye-sight issues, fine motor
control, hearing impairments, balance impairments, colour
blindness, cognitive difficulties, language-fluency, bandwidth,
access times. This isn’t specifically for the web either,
Windows and other applications designed for fixed width/
height is just going to provide roadblocks for people, and
roadblocks tell people to go somewhere else.

Kata




Review design patterns and check for outdated
designs
Watch for new features/ deprecation of old features
Follow designers/ UI blogs and read them
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Stealth and infiltration methods
The ninja’s techniques of silent movement, breaking and
entering, and gaining access to inaccessible areas became
legends in feudal Japan. Togakure ryu ninja learned special
walking and running methods for covering long distances,
passing over floors silently, and for staying in the shadows
while moving, in order to facilitate entry and escape.

Your users have a prize in their possession, a prize of
immense value. This prize is worth more than whatever is
being paid by your client. This protected item has to be found,
acquired and protected by you, the code ninja. This prize is, as
painfully teased above, their requirements. No matter what
they say, they will rarely just give this to you. You must take
it.
This is one of the most ninja-like areas of the coding
discipline. We are the assassins. We exist to make problems
go away. They could be manual processes, painful legacy
systems or the new-idea itch that they must scratch. Note the
problem is rarely “I have too much money” so don’t fall into
that trap.
Working carefully with the user for requirements gathering
will help; having a user representative embedded in the team
works even better. Very little beats having a user on-call to
can ask clarifying questions during developing (and they can
quiz you also). If management won’t let you, then ensure they
at least let you meet with them regularly for demonstrations
and course corrections. And coffee.
For systems with multiple user types (a corporate intranet for
example), you may have to use User Personas. Thinking
infiltration-wise, these are pretend people with real desires
and personalities that you can use to base your system’s
development and interface on. It’s important to be able to see
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that Sue from Accounting is always attending training courses
to cope with legal changes, so you know she won’t have time
to learn new systems every 6 months. It’s worth using these to
consider deployment plans too, not just developed systems.
This is key here, you’re not disguising yourself as a user to be
amongst them “hello fellow users, how about that local sports
weather?”. You must infiltrate their workspaces, their
processes, their needs and wants. You need to understand how
your building fits in with everything else they need to do to
make sure your improvement doesn’t make things worse.
They’ll blame your system anyway.

Kata




Look at a problem from a mind-set that isn’t yours.
Review requirements for completeness/ fitting the
current known scenario
Learn techniques to get information from people
outside your clique.
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Horsemanship
Togakure ryu ninja were taught to be proficient on
horseback, both in riding and mounted combat skills.

If you want to get somewhere fast, get a car or a motorbike. If
you’re going off-road then horses are a good option. But a
horse isn’t just a furry car replacement. With a vehicle the
driver is in (almost) complete control, discounting the
onboard computer. With horses it’s a living, breathing, and
thinking creature that might have different ideas on what to
do. And that’s good; always having to tell a horse where to
put its foot is frustrating and a waste of effort, horses are
perfectly good at walking. A good horse person trusts their
mount., They may set a direction, but the horse determines
how to get there.
Teams work the same way when running properly. You don’t
have a manager micromanaging each line of code or pixel of a
button. They trust the people to do their job; the reins aren’t
permanently tight and providing constant and precise
direction. They set the broad directions and trust the people
who have the skills will do what’s needed to get the job done.
If you’re not a team leader you can still apply this technique
to your peers. Peer programming between two people is a
fantastic cross skill and up skill opportunity. Lead and led can
swap frequently, as learning when to lead and when to watch
and see is critical. The person normally being led can provide
insight and experience that the leader will be remiss not to
listen to.
Mentor and mentee are similar too, and is a vital part of
growing in your skills, both as a learner and a teacher. As a
mentor, thinking on how to grow your mentee forces you to
analyse your own skills. This can result in enlightenment for
both parties. As a mentee, you learn, but you are not a drag or
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weight to your mentor – they want you to improve and they
want to be told how they can help you. If you’re in a
corporation that doesn’t have mentors/ mentees, you can do it
informally or you can talk to HR to get it formalised. If you’re
a Ronin, there are myriad opportunities online or in local
community groups.

Kata




Be a mentor/ mentee (or both)
Watch yourself for micromanagement, or fail-inmanagement
Plan and do some peer programming activities.
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Training in water
Stealth swimming, silent movement through water,
methods of using special boats and floats to crossover
water, and underwater combat techniques were taught to
Togakure ryu ninja.

Failing utterly in not getting personal, I’ve been a web
programmer for almost 20 years. PHP for a lot of that time,
I’ve written personal libraries, run teams of developers, and
researched the best practices to follow. Recently at work,
there was a requirement to work on an Azure C# project. I
was tagged, as people knew me as a developer. I cautioned
them on my knowledge, but happily dove in when they still
wanted me. And it hurt, hard. An utter fish-out-of-water
situation, Azure deployment processing did not work with my
happy-go-scripting mindset.
Changing gears like that is difficult, but worthwhile. Doing
things out of your comfort zone can shake out preconceptions
and reveal old habits that need a rethink. Jumping languages
doesn’t need to be that drastic, considering Bank-level
security practices can be an eye opener, as is looking at APIs
when all you’ve been doing is windows applications.
Online code challenges are some excellent resources for
finding challenges that you don’t present yourself or don’t
encounter at work. Working in algorithms for most of your
career? Jump into regular expressions to see how you are at
text manipulation. It’s much better to give yourself the
challenge of learning before it becomes project/time sensitive.
As per everything else, this is not limited to coding.
Freelancers know the number of hats you must wear –
business process improvement, financial officer, public
relations. People who say they get into coding because they
don’t have to talk to people have failed to understand – coding
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is solving problems, and finding the actual problem to solve is
all about talking to people. There are more skills to add to
your professional development bank for when the budget/
time rolls around for self-improvement.

Kata




Put effort into learning a non-coding skill, preferably
related to what you do.
Talk to people outside your peer group.
Sign up for coding challenges to
improve yourself in different
ways.
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Military strategy
By employing or influencing seemingly outside forces to
bring the enemy around to doing what the ninja wanted
him to do, ninja were able to work their will without
drawing undue attention to themselves.

Sun Tzu.
Just getting that “out of the way” from the get go. As far as
this book is concerned, Sun Tzu’s philosophy of war and
military strategy take the metaphorical biscuit, intact and
without fighting. I could make a comprehensive but quickly
predictable book converting his Art of War into an Art of
Code. However, we have our own methodologies and
strategies already in place over the comparatively few years of
the coding discipline.
As coders, there are many areas where strategies are
deployed. Project Management has documented strategies like
Waterfall, Agile, Lean and SixSigma. Object oriented or
functional based logic. Monoliths or collections of microservices. It is good to be familiar with these, along with their
dedicated admirers and detractors, and countless textbooks
dedicated to them. Those textbooks will have much more
detailed and usable information, not worth condensing into a
small chapter here. Suffice to say they have benefits and
disadvantages, and being insulting helps nobody.
Sun Tzu’s memorable quotes don’t detail pincer movements,
holding the high ground or the best time of day to attack an
oncoming army. Look it up your favourite search engine if
you doubt. The military strategy of Sun Tsu’s level is not
confined to the sortie or combat round. The ultimate goal of
military strategy is removing any enemies from being threats.
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For us, the problem is our enemy. Our strategy is removing
(or minimising) the problems our clients face to their goal.
The weapons we have aren’t limited to our IDEs either. The
field of battle is determined by who takes the lead, you can let
the code lead or you can lead (and still chose the IDE if it’s
the best place for it). The war’s over when the solution to the
problem is found and employed. Battles are days – and you
can lose battles but win the war. Conversely you can win
every battle but lose the war if you don’t keep the goal in
mind.
Sorry, analogy got away from me there. But the point stands –
end goal, strategise, tactics, accept you don’t win every day.
Emerge victorious

Kata





Read Sun Tzu. Good idea in general. Then read his
works, but as a coder.
Read up on new/ unknown PM strategies.
Battles and Wars are different. Some battles are worth
losing to win the war.
Check, do you Know your Enemy enough? That
means knowing yourself too.
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Espionage
Methods of successful espionage were perfected. This
included ways of locating and recruiting spies and served as
a guide for using espionage agents most effectively.

All applications are potentially the target of nefarious blackhatters - the coders who’ve gone over to the Dark Side. Yes,
all. An application could be the most innocuous application
you can think of, with no database just an interface; but
someone may want to hijack any goodwill you’ve built up,
simply to cause trouble or make money. Think of a web
application that’s just a static website. With bad password
practices, someone could get access to the server. With bad
file-management practices, someone could be able to write to
the HTML file. With bad web practices, that file could now
serve a JS file that can inject code into other browser sessions
and start harvesting passwords and personal information. All
from a static, single page HTML file that didn’t think it could
be a threat.
To combat the threat, you must think like a bad guy.
Thankfully lots of people have already been doing that, so you
can find resources online from security experts who’ve been
doing just this activity for a long time. OWASP, for example,
provide a top 10 security issues for web applications, amongst
other thorough research in web security issues.
Once that’s complete your work is done and you can sit back
and be safe.
Ha! Of course not. Regular testing is required to ensure that
even if you’re doing everything correctly, you’re not getting
caught out by others. Penetration and vulnerability testing are
commodities now, so you can pay people to perform these for
you if you’re unsure. Without having to pay for people after
every change, code-reviews are an excellent tool when you
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have talented co-workers and friends. Think of it as a game of
pass the parcel, peeling back layers of code looking for
exploits.
Be sure to give a prize to the winners.

Kata





Read security blogs
Be aware of your languages’ specific issues and their
work arounds
Become an agent/ agitator for secure processes
Talk to your compatriots about security and issues
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Escaping and concealment
The goton-po five elements of escape were based on a
working familiarity with the creative use of earth, water,
fire, metal, and wood aspects of nature and the
environment.

Your manager has come to you with a powerful challenge, or
maybe as a Ronin operator you’ve finally managed to get The
Big One. A job you can really sink your teeth into, stretch
your brain-muscles and fly on the bytes of libraries and
algorithms. Your very best work, the culmination of years of
training, sweat, late night, pains and struggle. Two weeks
before the delivery date, because of your disciplined practices,
you present the requested application and wait for the
response.
“Ah, we changed our mind, how hard would it take to change
?”
Your word may be your bond, but you’re not always dealing
with fellow samurai/ ninja. In this situation, you don’t want
your word against theirs. Honestly, unless you’re dealing with
an avowed sadist, they also didn’t want to spend all that
money and time so they can revel in the look of undisguised
horror on your face. No, really. This is where documentation
and contracts are your closest ally.
Before even opening an IDE, you must consider the contract
documentation between yourself and the client. This could be
a Statement of Work, a Project Proposal or any number of
well-dressed documents. They all boil down to ‘What They
Want’ and ‘What That Will Take’. The best documents also
contain ‘When We Know This Won’t Work Anymore’.
Contracts need escape clauses, both for you and your client,
so that if things are not working out then they can stop.
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Hopefully without needing the wakizashi. Being able to stop
and stop amicably is a mature and respectable position. If a
client isn’t going to respect that, then you’ve got a good view
on how the client views you before you start. If you can’t
respect that, then you need to look at yourself.
Now that we’re all agreeing that contracts are good, you’ve
already started considering the hidden badness in contracts.
The concealed clauses that take your effort and expected pay
and do all sorts of surprising things with it. This is another
reason why you need to make contracts your friend, as the
hidden daggers in a 200-page contract are rife and sharp. If
you’re not able to understand a contract, you need to get
someone on your side who does. Contracts are like the agreed
weapon in a duel, and duelling over your hard work hurts.
You want to be confident in how to wield it when push comes
to stab.

Kata




Always have a contract. Check your contracts and any
licenses for libraries/ software you use.
Read up on how contracts change. There are general
contract templates available from several sources;
read up on changes to those.
Check your contracts to see if your current
understanding of the project puts delivery at risk.
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Meteorology
Forecasting and taking advantage of weather and seasonal
phenomena was an important part of any battle
consideration. Ninja were trained to observe all the subtle
signals from the environment in order to predict weather
conditions.

As the phrase goes, the only const change =
Technology, society, management,
organisations; even the calculated value of pi
has changed, for all its popularity. Its
predictability is only matched by its
unpredictability in knowing when, where
and what it will hit. Will it be the parameters
for the API your calling, or will your entire
company have to pivot to pre-dizzying chickens for
rotisseries?

true;.

When change happens to you without warning, it is
disruptive, no matter how welcome it can turn out to be. To
flip that on its head, it’s worth giving incoming change a
once, twice or thrice over before deciding to panic. Incoming
storms can change, so even change can change. – If you know
enough about the change you can deflect some of it, work
with some of it, and make the over all impact better for you
than it first appears.
Find out as much about the change as you can – ask people,
look for (credible) information online. If there isn’t any, then
let the harbingers know that they need to tell you, and
everyone else affected, what’s going on. When you’ve got
your information, see what you can do to make change work
for you. Get into courses for upskilling. Put yourself forward
for things if you know enough about them. Get an exit
strategy in place if, after evaluation, the effects of this change
aren’t something for you.
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There’s also the change that you bring to others, even the
whispered rumour of change can get defences up. Change is
not always welcome, and you are one of change’s agents.
That’s why we have whole positions devoted to Change
Management. There are techniques to that discipline that are
worth investigating if you’re the herald of change to any
number of people.
Like a lot of the previous disciplines, communication is key.
In the absence of information, people will make up their own.
They’ll draw conclusions and fill gaps. Depending on their
personality, outlook and a tonne of other factors, it’ll be better
or worse for them than reality. And they’ll react accordingly.
In code, you’ve got comments, changelogs and README.md
files that you dutifully fill out. In life, you’ve got blogs,
emails, wikis, and other equivalent areas to let people find out
what they need about changes.

Kata




Keep informed of possible changes. IT news blogs,
your department meeting notes, etc.
Look for opportunities in change. Keep a self-change
plan of self-improvement
Get your own communication skills improving for
making people love the changes you bring.
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Geography
Knowing and successfully using the features of the terrain
were crucial skills in the historical art of ninjutsu.

The final discipline is looking onward and outward. The
landscape of IT careers is wide and surprising. Even staying
as a coder, there are a kaleidoscope of languages and
specialities. Just like in military strategy where you advance,
gain territory, fortify and repeat, knowledge and skills work
the same.
Rather than just taking any brain-territory that presents itself,
moving forward, what do you want to be? Management? New
tech skills? Happier with more time at home or with people?
When picking a direction, you should look at what it’ll take to
get you there. Is the journey itself going to give you more
options, or make you happier? Many paths to a goal, they say,
some easier and some harder – some more valuable in the
long run.
Along with the weather above, the geography of the coder is
not stable terrain. New mountains of concepts can peak, and
thousands of people decide to climb to the top (blockchain
anyone?). The reasons to climb are varied, but no matter how
cool “Because it was there” sounds, the effort, should have
some payoff. That said, the fun of getting to the top can be a
fine reward. Above all, be honest with the reasons and you’ll
get a direction and goal figured out.
Solo journeys are fun, but what about taking friends with you?
Learning with a group, with people to bounce ideas off, help
study and provide support, is excellent.. ,It’s even easier to
blaze a trail and provide help for other coders along the way.
What, you thought mentoring was just for where you are
now? Mentoring others in how to plan careers, work on self-
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improvement etc. is just as important as helping people get to
where you are. Or were, as you’re a moving target too.
Like geography, you can affect it too. Bring a shovel or a
backhoe. You can provide mountains for others to train on, or
fill valleys to make their travels easier. If you’ve found
training courses good, you can put up signposts or fill in visit
recommendation forms. At the very least you can give fivestar reviews where appropriate. But never forget that you can
build a trail up a mountain to make life easier and, when
you’ve found a hidden valley, let others know of it and they
can even help round out the edges and make it a place to visit.

Kata




How is what you’re doing help you advance/
improve?
Are you able to help others improve too?
Are you happy? Maybe happy in the future?
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Final Scroll
Firstly, thank you for getting to the end of this book; either the
samurai way of page after page or the ninja way of jumping
here whenever you felt like it. This was a silly idea. I’ll admit
that. In writing the silly idea, though, I found my own
practices changing. I followed the honesty and rectitude at
work to ensure my programs had comments. I asked for help
when I was floundering and I worked through it myself when
I had the ability. I redeveloped my personal website and
projects, re-evaluating libraries and how I managed them,
along with my code structures.
In short, in writing the book, I followed the book and changed
my practices, I feel for the better. I published the book
because, through silly, I think it could help many people
reframe their work and re-examine their practices. I’m
thinking of making some posters to go up in my home and
work offices to remind me on Virtues and Disciplines. I’ll
share them on my site too.
The (small-eared) elephant in the room, of course, is we’re
looking at samurai and ninja through a western-cool lens.
Why didn’t we adopt the Knights Who Say Three (spaces for
indentation)11? Because we’re already using “Code Ninja” and
“CSS Samurai”, and derivatives there of. That doesn’t mean
we can’t branch out. What I’m suggesting is that when we
group, we have Codes of Conduct, Virtues to aspire to, and
11

Five is right out.
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regular activities to grow and enhance ourselves. By luck or
design, ninja and samurai are well known for providing
exactly that.
Why don’t we start now? Use this as a platform for Virtues
and Codes of Conduct applicable to conventions, trade shows,
all sorts of gatherings. Write and share your own virtues.
Could we come up with a Unified Coder Virtue standard? ISO
perhaps? I’ll volunteer to chair the Virtue Error Code
discussion, but I’ll need skilled/ enthusiastic people with me.
But first – is it the right thing to do?
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